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China’s rise will be the defining challenge for U.S. foreign policy in 
this century. Michael McFaul, Professor at Stanford and 2012-14 2014 U.S. Ambassador to Russia.

Welcome and thankyou very much for logging in today.

• I have enjoyed presenting these lectures and I hope that you have 

gained a better understanding of our world.

• Today we wrap up our series with what is the single most important 

country to U.S. and will have an enormous influence on the world

• I will endeavor to present a balanced view of  increasingly adversarial 

U.S.-China relationship

• We will have a brief break in the middle with a time for a  question or 

two

• At the conclusion I will present a brief summary of the entire series

• I hope I’ll see you back on zoom again for my course on Greece and 

the Balkans which begins on October 28 and also for Great Decisions 

which will begin in January

• I am hoping to offer a follow-up course to this one entitled: 

“Understanding the Best of the world”
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2020 Military 
Strength

1. U.S.

2. Russia

3. China 

4. India

5. Japan

6. S. Korea

7. France

2019 GDP ($tril.)

China now Challenges

Global Firepower includes 
geographical, local 
industry, and available 
manpower. 
www.globalfirepower.com
/countries-listing.asp>

1. U.S.

2. Russia

3. China 

4. UK

5. Germany  

6. France

14. India

2020 Power & 
Influence 

Nations that dominate headlines, 
preoccupy policymakers 
www.usnews.com/news/best-
countries/power-rankings

In current U.S. $

1. U.S.      $21 

2. China     $14

3. Japan     $5 

4. Germany $4

5. India $3

China now challenges

• U.S. still in top spot by most measures, whether by soft of 

hard power, by science or technology, by business or 

government or academia

• Russia still in 2nd in military strength, power and influence but 

China and India now rank #3 & #4

• In terms of GDP, by the traditional measure, U.S. still on top, 

but the newer PPP (Purchasing Power Parity ) measure, 

which doubles China’s economy, China is #1

• A PEW global attitudes poll of 25 nations published Sep 28, 

2018, indicates that a median of 49% see U.S. as leading 

economic power, 33% see China and only 7% see EU. 

• In a related question, 63% would prefer U.S. to be the leading 

power and 19% would prefer China 

(http://www.pewglobal.org)
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China’s (unbelievable?) growth

◼ After opening in late 1970s, China’s GDP/Capita soared at 
record pace – far faster than U.S. or World

◼ Trade also soared after opening, but since Great Recession 
has slowed to U.S. and world average growth rates
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China’s extraordinary economic growth has changed every aspect 
of the global economy.-Barry Naughton, China and the World, page 113

China’s (unbelievable) growth rate in GDP/Capita & 
Trade multiples of U.S. and World

◼ After opening in late 1970s, China’s GDP/Capita soared at record pace 
– far faster than U.S. or World or any large country for so long

◼ Trade also soared after opening, but since Great Recession has 
slowed to U.S. and world average growth rates

◼ Economists for years have been skeptical of China’s  economic 
statistics and some skeptics remain, but while there is reason to 
doubt some of China’s boasts, there is little doubt that its economy 
has mushroomed 
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China’s soaring GDP & Trade surpassed 
U.S., but GDP/capita only 25% of U.S.

◼ No large country in history has risen as fast as China

◼ Since 1990 collapse of USSR, GDP has soared 14-fold 

◼ It’s #1 in GDP (PPP) & trade but only 25% of U.S. GDP/capita 4
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China’s soaring GDP & Trade surpassed U.S., but 
GDP/capita only 25% of U.S.

◼ No large country in history has risen as fast as China

◼ Since 1990 collapse of USSR, GDP has soared 14-fold 

◼ It’s #1 in GDP (PPP) & trade but only 25% of U.S. GDP/capita 
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How did China rise so rapidly?

◼ Started at bottom & catch-up benefits

◼ Rural economy with unlimited labor

◼ Buried Mao & his isolationist ideology

◼ Embraced Deng’s pragmatism & opening

◼ Post Cold War favorable era for globalization

◼ West aided as eager for billion customers, low-
cost assembling and counter to Soviets

5

Almost magical confluence of factors enabled 
China’s rise – Peter Zeihan

How did China rise so rapidly?
• Started at bottom & catch-up benefits
• Rural areas supplied the factories with unlimited supplies of labor
• Buried Mao in 1976 & his isolationist ideology
• Then embraced Deng’s pragmatism & opening
• U.S., Japan, diaspora … eagerness for billion customers & low-cost 

assembling flooded investments, technology and orders 
• Was attractive post-Cold War era of robust globalization 
• Geopolitical embrace to counter Soviets & fear too big to fail    

5

Almost magical confluence of factors enabled China’s 
rise – Peter Zeihan



70-year history of China and the world

I. 1950s: Mao’s Red China isolated from West, allied with 
Soviets, launched Great Leap Forward 

II. 1960s: Mao splits with Soviets, Cultural Revolution

III. 1970s: Joins the world, Nixon visit “a week that changed 
the world,” Mao dies, Deng reforms & opens 

IV. 1980s: Begins growth but ends in Tiananmen crisis

V. 1990s: Re-establish ties after Tiananmen isolation, low 
profile expansion

VI. 2000s: Going global, buying energy and resources, 
assembling and exporting

VII. 2010: Xi’s assertiveness, expansion, Great Rejuvenation, 
China Dream 
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70-year history of China and the world

◼ 1950s: Mao Communism isolated from West, allied with Soviets, 
launch Great Leap Forward 

◼ 1960s: Mao breaks with Soviets, Cultural Revolution

◼ 1970s: Joins the world, Nixon visit “week that changed the world,” 
Mao dies, Deng reforms & opens 

◼ 1980s: Begin rapid growth but ends Tiananmen crisis

◼ 1990s: Re-establish ties after Tiananmen isolation, low profile 
expansion

◼ 2000s: Going to global, buying energy and resources, assembling and 
exporting

◼ 2010: Xi’s assertiveness, expansion, Great Rejuvenation, China Dream 
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Transformative 
Trio 

◼ Mao Zedong (1949-76) Communist revolutionary, founder 
of People's Republic of China (PRC), a Marxist–Leninist, all 
powerful Chairman & obligatory Little Red Book

◼ Deng Xiaoping (1978-89) Rehabilitated leader after Mao –
pragmatic, introduced market reforms and opening, 
"Architect of Modern China”, diplomacy of "hide your 
strength, bide your time, never take the lead"

◼ Xi Jinping (2012-to date) President, most powerful since 
Mao, switched from “bide time” to the assertive Great 
Rejuvenation and military modernization 7

Transformative Trio 

◼ Mao Zedong (1949-76) Communist revolutionary, founder of People's 
Republic of China (PRC), a Marxist–Leninist, all powerful Chairman 
and Little Red Book everyone should possess

◼ Deng Xiaoping (1978-89) Paramount leader after Mao’s death –
pragmatic, introduced market reforms and opening, called "Architect 
of Modern China”, diplomacy of "hide your strength, bide your time, 
never take the lead"

◼ Xi Jinping (2012-to date) President and most powerful leader since 
Mao, fundamental switch from “bide time” to the assertive China 
Dream, Great Rejuvenation, military modernization
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Border with Hermit  
North Korea

Split; Rich East 
Coast vs Poor 
West Interior

Potential war 
with Taiwan

Afghanistan

Russian 
border

Disputed 
borders 
with India 

Pakistan

Troubled by US 
troops in S 
Korea

Geopolitics of China 

Senkaku Islands 
dispute with Japan

Long Border 
- 14 Nations Straits of Malacca 

Choke Point -25% 
of world trade

Mongolia

South China 
Sea disputes

Geopolitics of China

• China reminds its neighbors that it is a big county and they are a small 

countries and that’s just a fact – obviously, intimidating not endearing 

• China borders 14 countries and has longest border with other countries 

of any other country in the world

• China historically has seen itself as the “Middle Kingdom” or 

“Everything Under Heaven” – in other words, as the center of the world 

and superior of all other countries

• It’s the only empire that changed to a nation without major breakup

• Now under Pres. Xi Jinping, China stresses the “China Dream” or the 

“Great Rejuvenation”

• They emphasize not the rise of China, but on China’s return to 

greatness

• But with all these borders, China is inevitably embroiled in a number of

conflicts-the most serious is a potential war with Taiwan which China 

claims 
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What does China want?

◼ Regain former areas - South China Sea, Taiwan, 
Ryukyu Islands …

◼ Better connectivity - New Silk Road (Belt & Road 
Initiative) to boost development, trade & clout

◼ “China Dream” of national rejuvenation

◼ “Military Dream” of winning wars

◼ Recognition - respect & apology that it thinks deserves

◼ “Going Out” – more external business

◼ Currency (Renminbi -RMB) wider acceptance

◼ Greater voice in world affairs
9

What does China want?

◼ Regain former areas - South China Sea, Taiwan, Ryukyu Islands …

◼ Better connectivity - New Silk Road (Belt and Road Initiative) to boost 
development and trade

◼ “China Dream” of national rejuvenation

◼ “Military Dream” of winning wars

◼ Recognition - respect and apology that it thinks deserves

◼ “Going Out” –more external business

◼ Currency (Renminbi -RMB) wider acceptance

◼ Greater voice in world affairs
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What is Xi Jinping’s 
plan?

◼ Chinese Communist Party (CPC) control                  

◼ One-party state - not democracy

◼ By 2035, become a “fully modern” economy and society

◼ By 2050, become a strong global leader & influence

◼ New international system whose underlying rules will be 
increasingly shaped by China

◼ More activist and assertive Chinese diplomacy

◼ Transform China from low-wage manufacturing exporter 
to high-wage tech-driven & service economy

10

What does Xi want China to become?
• Permanently governed by Leninist party (CPC) controlling a one-party 

state - not democracy
• By 2035, become a “fully modern” economy and society
• By 2050, become a strong global leader & influence
• New international system whose underlying rules will be increasingly 

shaped by China
• More activist and assertive Chinese diplomacy
• Transform China from low-wage manufacturing power based on 

exports to a high-wage technology-driven economy and expanding 
service sector

Source: Financial Times, October 22, 2017, Xi Jinping offers a long-term view of 
China’s ambition, by Kevin Rudd, former prime minister of Australia and now president 
of the Asia Society Policy Institute, New York
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Is Xi Jinping a 
Stalin?

◼ A dictator that has grown more autocratic, assertive  and 
approximates Stalin in the way he rules

◼ But Stalin was far more totalitarian – vanquished millions

◼ Chinese enjoy greater autonomy than Soviet citizens did

◼ Stalin imposed communism in E. Europe and supported 
coups around the world

◼ Xi has yet to instigate a coup, arm insurgents, or invade 
a democracy and install a communist regime 11

Xi Jinping Is Not Stalin

• Trump officials have cast U.S. and China as in a new Cold War. 

• China’s rise will be the defining challenge for U.S. foreign policy in this century. 

• China is a dictatorship that has grown more autocratic under Xi.

• Xi  approximates Stalin in the way he rules his country: 

• Could well remain in power for decades

• Has created a cult of personality

• Runs a ruthless and oppressive dictatorship

• Stifles individual freedoms, jails dissidents and rivals

• Surveillance and censorship tools 

• But Stalin was far more totalitarian, killed and imprisoned millions

• Chinese citizens enjoy much greater autonomy  than Soviet citizens did

• Stalin aggressively imposed communism across Eastern Europe and supported 

coups around the world

• Xi has yet to instigate a coup, arm insurgents, or invade a democracy and install a 

communist regime.

11

Xi Jinping Is Not Stalin, By Michael McFaul, Foreign Affairs, August 10, 2020, Professor of 
Political Science  at Stanford  and 2012 to 2014, was   U.S. Ambassador to Russia.



Spiraling U.S.-
China relationship

I. 1949-71: Hostility - Mao’s revolution until Nixon’s trip

II. 1972-90: Shared antipathy to USSR and despite 
Tiananmen Square in 1989, U.S. kept relationship

III. 1991-2011: After USSR collapse, U.S. expanded 
investment, trade, and U.S. enjoyed cheaper China 
goods while China received capital & technology

IV. 2012-20: After Great Recession, Xi’s assertiveness and 
military build-up vs. Trump’s pushback and tariffs 

12

A picture’s worth a 1,000 words.

U.S.-China relationship

• Phase 1: Lasted from the establishment of the revolution in 1949 until the 
trip of Nixon and was one of open hostility

• Phase 2: Animated by shared antipathy toward the Soviet Union and saw the 
U.S. and China work together to counter the Soviet threat.  U.S. stood aside 
despite the pro-democracy demonstrations in Tiananmen Square in 1989 
and the Bush administration chose to preserve its relationship in order to 
keep pressure on China

• Phase 3: Once Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 the U.S. expanded investment 
and trade and China’s integration into the global economy.  While U.S. 
benefited from cheaper China goods and access to China’s market, China 
received much-needed capital and technological know-how

• Phase 4 : After Great Recession, Xi Jinping’s assertiveness and military build-
up and Trump’s pushback and tariffs, relationship increasingly adversarial

12

Richard Haass, The World , p 95



U.S. National Security 
Policy reversal to China

◼ 2015 - Obama’s affable stance

◼ U.S. welcomes rise of a stable, peaceful, & prosperous China

◼ U.S. seeks constructive relationship and cooperation

◼ U.S. rejects inevitability of confrontation 

◼ 2017 – Trump’s frosty stance

◼ China seeks to displace U.S. in Indo Pacific

◼ China gathers and exploits data on an unrivalled scale 

◼ China spreads its authoritarian system via corruption

◼ China is building most capable military only 2nd to U.S.

◼ China’s nuclear arsenal is growing and diversifying  

13Source: Michael R. Auslin, Asia's New Geopolitics, 2020, Foreword by Niall Ferguson. 

U.S. National Security Reversal Xi’s Aggressiveness
• 2015 of Obama 

• U.S. cooperation with China is unprecedented and welcome rise of a stable, 
peaceful, and prosperous China

• We seek a constructive relationship and cooperation on global challenges 
• We reject the inevitability of confrontation 

• 2017 of Trump
• China seeks to displace U.S. in the Indo Pacific and reorder the region in its 

favor
• China gathers and exploits data on an unrivalled scale 
• China spreads its authoritarian system, including corruption and the use of 

surveillance
• China is building the most capable and well-funded military in the world, 

after our own 
• Its nuclear arsenal is growing and diversifying  

Source: Michael R. Auslin, Asia's New Geopolitics, 2020, Foreword by Niall Ferguson. 
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China: tougher at home, cozier to 
Russia, frostier to U.S.

◼ Domestic affairs have hardened & more                    
oppressive, fear of political subversion, Soviet                              
collapse still disconcerting, much dissatisfaction

◼ U.S. most important relationship - now of competition 
and mistrust not cooperation; others not wanting to 
choose between them

◼ Russia relations improved - complementary trade of 
Russian oil, gas & raw materials for Chinese technology 
& consumer goods; agree on countering U.S. 

◼ Neighbors intimidated because “China is a big country”  
and uses power of money while not alienating or driving 
them to a Western coalition

14

China: tougher at home, cozier to Russia, frostier to U.S.

▪ Domestic affairs have hardened and more oppressive, fear of political 
subversion, Soviet collapse still disconcerting, much dissatisfaction

▪ U.S. is most important relationship - now of competition and mistrust 
not cooperation; others not wanting to choose between them

▪ Russia relations improved - more complementary trade - Russian oil, 
gas & raw materials for Chinese technology & consumer goods; agree 
on countering U.S. 

▪ Neighbors intimidated because “China is a big country”  and uses 
power of money while not alienating or driving them to a Western 
coalition

Source: David Shambaugh (Editor), China and the World, 2020, Chapter 16
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◼ Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) - largest project in 
history; 150 countries; $multi-trillion to connect 
Asia and Europe by land and sea

◼ Participates in global affairs - evolved from passive 
to engaged and major contributor, has not yet built 
separate sphere like Cold War

◼ Soft power – weak, at least with West lacks ability 
to shape West’s preferences to what China wants 
them to do; Chinese culture and values don’t have 
universal appeal beyond their borders

15

China’s going out –
Largess hot but 

culture not

China’s going out – Largess hot but culture not
• Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) - largest project in history; 150 

countries; $multi-trillion to connect Asia and Europe by land and sea
• Global governance - evolved from passive to engaged and major 

contributor, but has not yet built separate sphere like Cold War
• Soft power – weak, at lest with major Western states, in ability to 

shape their preferences to what China wants them to do; Chinese 
culture and values don’t have universal appeal beyond their borders

David Shambaugh (Editor), China and the World, 2020, Chapter 16
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World views of China and its power

16

Russia only major highly favorable 
views of China, other majors’ 38-49% 
favorability - except Japan’s 17% 

China’s rise recognized, 
but hasn’t replaced U.S., 
nor does world want it to

World views of China and its power
• Russia only major country highly favorable views of China, most other 

majors, except low favorability in Japan, favorability ranges 38-49%) 
• China’s rise recognized, but hasn’t replaced U.S. as leading power, nor 

do other countries desire it to
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China’s "Belt and Road Initiative" (BRI) 

Multi trillion-dollar long-term infrastructure program to link 
China with 100 countries – a Silk Road of trading routes 
between East and West

17

China’s "Belt and Road Initiative" (BRI) 

• Multitrillion-dollar infrastructure program to link China with 100 countries 

through railroad, shipping and energy projects.

• Will recreate the Silk Road of trading routes between the East and the 

West

• Initiated President Xi  in 2013  “promote international cooperation build 

international cooperation and  create new drivers of shared 

development.”

• Will connect economies in Asia, Europe, and Africa 

• Proponents say will strengthen ties between China and emerging 

markets while lifting developing nations out of poverty

• Critics say BRI is Chinese neo-colonialism – means to achieve trade 

dominance and control in order to compete with U.S. and  is “debt-trap 

diplomacy” whereby countries unable to repay must accede to China’s 

demands.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) –
the China juggernaut

◼ In early days of AI, U.S. companies Apple, Google, 
Amazon & Microsoft became global leaders

◼ AI = Computers doing tasks normally requiring 
humans, such as speech synthesis, computer vision, & 
machine translation

◼ While U.S. companies remain formidable, today 
Chinese with their aggressive entrepreneurship and 
government support, are on parity or passing U.S. 

◼ Plus, Chinese more comfortable with AI gathering data 
from billion consumers and businesses - propelling AI 
past U.S. AI

18

AI Peril – the China juggernaut

◼ In early days of AI, U.S. corporations like Apple, Google, Amazon and 
Microsoft became global leaders

◼ While they remain formidable, today the most prominent companies 
in areas of speech synthesis, computer vision, and machine 
translation are all Chinese and with their aggressive entrepreneurship 
and government support, are on parity or passing the U.S.. 

◼ Plus, Chinese consumers are more comfortable with AI, allowing 
Chinese companies to gather data on billion consumers and 
businesses, which is the fuel propelling AI and outdistancing U.S. AI

◼ With the increasing industrial application of AI, a potential for huge 
numbers of American and Chinese jobs to be replaced by technology 
and have enormous economic and political implications

Source: Kai-Fu Lee, AI Superpowers: China, Silicon Valley and the New World Order, 

Kai-Fu Lee is a venture capitalist in China and former executive with Google, Microsoft, 

and Apple with Ph.D. from Carnegie Mellon University in computer science. 
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Pessimistic view of China’s future

◼ Magical confluence of factors enabled China’s rise

◼ If factors shift, China will suffer a cataclysmic flameout                
since those factors … remain beyond China’s control

◼ The question isn’t if, but when. 

◼ Global Order of risk-free transport that America made 
enabled the riven, poor, starving China to develop 

◼ Future of China is not the utopian myth of Chinese 
domination

◼ Future is that of a people literally fighting to exist as a 
unified country

19
Source: Zeihan, Peter. Disunited Nations (p. 103). Harper Business. Kindle Edition. 

“If the almost magical confluence of factors that enabled China’s rise shifts 

out of alignment, China will suffer a cataclysmic flameout every bit as 

impressive as its rise to power. And since those factors were always and 

still remain beyond China’s control, the question isn’t if, but when. Under 

the Order, the Chinese have kicked some serious ass, experiencing some 

of the fastest economic and military growth in history. In 1996, 42 percent 

of Chinese lived in extreme poverty. Two decades later, the figure was 0.7 

percent. That’s shockingly impressive. But before the Order, the Chinese 

were riven by internal differences, as they had always been—set upon by 

outsiders. Poor. Starving. The future of China is not the utopian myth of 

Chinese domination. The future of China isn’t even the somewhat blasé 

expectation of inevitable regional dominance. China is powerless to defend 

or maintain or replace the Order upon which its economic existence and 

political cohesion is predicated. The future of China is that of a people 

literally fighting to the death to continue to exist as a unified country at all. 

And even that somewhat dark possibility assumes that all else is equal in 

their broader environment. It is not.”

Zeihan, Peter. Disunited Nations (p. 103). Harper Business. Kindle Edition. 
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China is a partial power 

◼ Its art, film, literature …little known outside

◼ Products lack international brand recognition

◼ Few of its multinationals operate successfully abroad

◼ 180th in freedom of press

◼ 84th (India is 86Th) on Corruptions Perception Index

◼ 67th in GDP per capita

◼ Political system not admired broad

◼ Environmental record criticized

20

China is a partial power 
• Military cannot project power outside its neighborhood
• Cultural products (art, film, literature, scholarship, music,) little known 

outside
• Products lack international brand recognition
• Few of its multinationals operate successfully abroad
• Ranks 180 of 195 countries in freedom of the press.
• Ranks 26th on global competitiveness index.
• Ranks 78th on the international corruption index.
• Political system not admired broad
• Environmental record and global warming criticized

Source: David Shambaugh, China Goes Global: The Partial Power, 
Oxford, 2013, p 11
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But, Don’t underestimate

• Critics: Economy weak – high debt,                                               
subsidies, cronyism, IP theft, export driven…

• Economist says not
• Minor harm by tariff war and covid-19
• 2020 GDP growth 1% vs. 8% drop in U.S.
• Exports now only 17% of GDP

• Pres. Xi Jinping is reinventing state capitalism
• Tight control of economic cycle and debt
• More efficient administrative state
• State companies must boost profits & investors

• Unlike Soviet economy sophisticated & integrated
• Plus: world believes too important to isolate

21The Chinese economic model, Xi Jinping is reinventing state capitalism. Don’t underestimate it, 
Economist, Aug 13, 2020

But, don’t underestimate China 
• Some argue China’s economy is weak – relies on unsustainable debt, 

subsidies, cronyism and intellectual-property theft.
• Wrong – its  economy was less harmed by tariff war and covid-19
• Has new development model to make China far less dependent on 

foreign firms, technology and markets.
• IMF forecasts China growth of 1% in 2020 vs. 8% drop in U.S.
• Now exports  only 17% of GDP
• Xi  is reinventing state capitalism

• Tight control of economic cycle and debt
• more efficient administrative state
• State-run companies compelled to boost returns and draw in 

private investors.
• Containment won’t work - unlike Soviet Union, China’s economy is 

sophisticated and integrated with the rest of the world.

Source: The Chinese economic model, Xi Jinping is reinventing state 
capitalism. Don’t underestimate it, Economist, Aug 13, 2020
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China’s military 
modernization and 
global presence

◼ China’s military, People’s Liberation Army(PLA), 
modernized from homeland army to Asian naval & air 

◼ Xi Jinping insists must be able to “fight and win wars”

◼ Military has extensive interaction with foreign 
counterparts and deeply involved internationally

◼ Present everywhere -30,000 enterprises overseas 

◼ Question: Will expand military presence and a blue 
water navy outside Asia 

22

China’s military modernization and global presence
• Over the past three decades China’s military, the People’s liberation Army(PLA) has 

transformed  from a large ground force into a modern military with naval and air 
forces capable of operating outside China’s borders

• Xi Jinping  has emphasized the need for the PLA to be able to “fight and win wars”
• PLA has evolved  from insular force devoted to protecting homeland into one that 

has hundreds of interactions with foreign counterparts and is deeply involved in 
international peacekeeping, counter piracy, and advancing foreign policy objectives

• It is used as an instrument for both domestic and international missions
• It has a regular presence throughout most regions of world
• In  past 15 years  has made hundreds of senior level meetings, friendly port calls, 

and multilateral exercises with other countries in including the U.S.
• Has presence in nearly every country; 30,000 enterprises overseas 
• 100 million Chinese travel overseas every year
• China has invested $2 trillion overseas past 15 years,
• Holds $1 .1 tril of $23.4 tril.  U.S. debt
• Biggest question is the extent to which China’s growing overseas interests will 

result in larger PLA presence outside Asia and deployment of a blue water navy
David Shambaugh (Editor), China and the World, 2020, Chapter 9.  China’s global 
military-security interactions, by Philip Saunders, page 181 
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Flashpoints Hong 
Kong & Taiwan 
special status 

◼ Hong Kong – Brit colony                                                         
handed back in 1997

◼ Taiwan, rich & 24 million, much bigger issue for U.S. 

◼ Victory of Mao forced Chiang Kia-shek’s opposition to 
Taiwan in 1949 & claimed to be China’s government

◼ But Taiwan lost UN seat to China in 1971

◼ Status uncertain - U.S. insists must be settled peacefully

◼ Flashpoint that could trigger a serious U.S.-China conflict
23

Hong Kong
• Former British colony of 8 million handed back to China in 1997
• Has its own judiciary and a separate legal system from mainland China. 
• But those freedoms expire in 2047 and it is not clear what Hong Kong's status will then be.
• Extradition bill which triggered the protests has been withdrawn but locals  want amnesty 

for arrested protesters,  inquiry into police brutality, and complete universal suffrage
• Nov 2019 local elections was landslide for pro-democracy movement
• Xi has warned against separatism,   saying any attempt to divide China would end in 

"bodies smashed and bones ground to powder"
Taiwan
• Victory of Mao caused flight of  Chiang Kia-shek’s opposition Taiwan in 1949 and claim to be 

the government of mainland 
• But lost its UN seat to China in 1971 and then rapidly developed as an export-oriented 

economy  of 24 million into the 21st-largest economy in the world
• Political status remains uncertain - China refuses diplomatic relations with countries that 

recognize Taiwan
• U.S.  remains one of its main allies , sells arms to them, and patrols the area
• U.S. support of Taiwan is opposed by  China
• U.S.  position is that the issue should be settled peacefully  rather than forcibly
• Taiwan is a flashpoint and could trigger a serious U.S.-China conflict
• If want to read a fascinating geopolitical analysis, read: China’s War on Taiwan Won’t Start in 

Taiwan, By Phillip Orchard, Geopolitical Futures, Aug 21, 2020 
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Possibility of a Cold War 
with China is real

◼ U.S. angered by China’s theft of intellectual property, 
limiting the access  to its market, assertions in South 
China Sea, subsidies of industry, crackdown on Hong 
Kong, trade deficit …

◼ But China, unlike Soviet Union, is powerful and 
integrated into world 

◼ Containing will likely prove impossible & undesirable

◼ Chinese cooperation essential to solve global challenges 
of climate change, nuclear proliferation

◼ Challenge: a foreign policy that pushes back against 
wrongs & continues cooperation in vital areas 24

Possibility of a Cold War with China is real

• U.S. angered by China’s theft of intellectual property, limiting the access to its 
market, assertive actions in South China Sea, heavy subsidies of new technologies 
such as 5G, mistreatment of Uighurs  in Western China, & crackdown on Hong 
Kong

• Possibility of a Cold War with China is real
• But China, unlike Soviet Union, is an economic powerhouse  that is highly 

integrated into the world economy
• Containing a country such as China that has many forms of power beyond its 

military will likely prove impossible
• It will also be undesirable because Chinese cooperation will be essential if the 

world is to successfully contend with global challenges such as climate change and 
nuclear proliferation

• Developing and implementing a foreign policy that pushes back against selected 
Chinese practices at home and abroad but at  same time leaves open areas for 
cooperation will be as vital as it will be difficult

Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020, p 50
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Worse than Cold War, may 
be destined for real war?

China and the United States are heading                                
toward a war neither wants. The reason is Thucydides’s 
Trap, a deadly pattern …that results when a rising power 
challenges a ruling one. …Over the past 500 years, these 
conditions have occurred sixteen times. War broke out in 
twelve of them. Today, as an unstoppable China 
approaches an immovable America … the seventeenth 
case looks grim. Unless China is willing to scale back its 
ambitions or Washington can accept becoming number 
two in the Pacific, a trade conflict, cyberattack, or 
accident at sea could soon escalate into all-out war.
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U.S. and China destined for war?
“China and the United States are heading toward a war neither wants. The 
reason is Thucydides’s Trap, a deadly pattern …that results when a rising 
power challenges a ruling one. …Over the past 500 years, these conditions 
have occurred sixteen times. War broke out in twelve of them. Today, as 
an unstoppable China approaches an immovable America and both Xi 
Jinping and Donald Trump promise to make their countries “great again,” 
the seventeenth case looks grim. Unless China is willing to scale back its 
ambitions or Washington can accept becoming number two in the Pacific, 
a trade conflict, cyberattack, or accident at sea could soon escalate into 
all-out war.”
Source: Graham Allison, Destined For War: Can America and China Escape the 
Thucydides’s Trap? Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017, dust jacket
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Questions on Future 
of China & U.S.

◼ #1 Question: What global role, if any, will U.S. be willing 
to play, given China’s increased influence?

◼ Can U.S. & China agree on advanced technologies & role 
of Chinese state in economy?

◼ Can China enjoy benefits of open economy but closed 
politics? 

◼ Can China maintain political stability amid slower growth?

◼ Can Asian Century continue with an assertive China?

◼ Can U.S. & China still cooperate despite issues of South 
China Sea, Taiwan, N Korea … remain unresolved? 

26Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020, p 95

Questions on future of China & U.S.
• #1 Question: What global role, if any, will U.S. be willing to play, given 

China’s increased influence?

• Can U.S. & China reach arrangement on advanced technologies and 
role of Chinese state in economy?

• Can China enjoy benefits of open economy but closed politics? 
• Can China maintain political stability amid slower economic growth?
• If not, will it resort to a more nationalistic foreign policy?
• Can Asia continue to be a modern miracle – especially with the more 

assertive China?
• Can U.S. & China still cooperate even though issues of South China 

Sea, Taiwan, Chinese treatment of Uighur minorities remain 
unresolved? 

Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020, p 95
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Will China Oust U.S.?
China SWOTS

Internal strengths

◼ Unprecedented growth

◼ Large size and population

◼ Political cohesion at the top

◼ Growing military power

◼ Long coastline access

◼ Ethnic homogeneity

◼ Trade competitiveness

◼ Mostly temperate climate

◼ Determined leadership

Internal weaknesses

◼ Top-heavy communist controls

◼ Resource & energy shortages

◼ Large private debt

◼ Local corruption

◼ Pollution

◼ Political fragility if growth 
slows

◼ Weak projection of power

◼ Growing inequality

◼ Middle Income trap

27

China has made a rapid export-led, non-threatening rise to global prominence, but 
now diversifying and more aggressive

Will China oust the U.S.?  Domestic situation

• China has made rapid and some have wondered if not unbelievable 

progress

• It’s an old and very large  country that is expanding its power and has a 

very aggressive leadership

• It is still bogged down with centralized communist controls and 

resource shortages, much local corruption

• Scholars have debated whether China can continue to maintain 

political stability if  it’s growth  slows substantially and one has called it 

“the fragile Empire”

• It’s income is now exactly at the world average and thus is potentially 

going to be caught in the “middle income trap” that has troubled other 

economies as they rise above the middle income status

• China’s recent domestic economy performance has been impressive in 

face of the Great Recession, Covid-19 pandemic, and pushback 

against globalization and trade

• My impression is that after 30 years the unbelievable rise is becoming 

more believable

27



External opportunities

◼ Wide global presence

◼ Ambitious BRI

◼ Growing world influence –
Africa, South America, Asia

◼ Expanding Navy – more 
ships than U.S.

◼ Cyber & AI capacity

External threats

◼ North Korean collapse

◼ Strained relations with Japan, 
India, Vietnam, Taiwan, etc.

◼ U.S. hegemony and market 
power

◼ Taiwan independence

◼ Malacca Straits choke point

◼ Energy and resource dependency

28

Bottom line: China is “rejuvenating” but still a 
partial power as weak soft power. 

Will China Oust U.S.?
China SWOTS

Will China Oust U.S.?

• A few years back, this question was almost laughable

• U.S. was an overwhelming power economically, militarily, and 

culturally

• But China, as we have explained, especially under the 

leadership of Xi Jinping, continues to make enormous strides

• China’s ambitious Belt and Road Initiative, strength in artificial 

intelligence (AI), plus it’s adept economic policies, make it the 

U.S.’s leading challenger

• China has a far more powerful economy than Russia now or 

ever was and coordinates with  Russia to counter U.S.

• But China is not without external challenges-it has multitude of 

borders, strained relations with several neighbors, especially 

Japan, and resource and energy dependency.
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My (idiosyncratic) 
“Understanding” of China

I. 1950s: (pity) Clean-up your plate! Children in China are starving!

II. 1960s: (dislike) Mao’s Red China; isolated, angry, secretive & poor

III. 1970s: (intrigued) Nixon trip – week that changed the world and 
gave first peek at “Yellow Peril”

IV. 1980s: (empathy) First-visit, very quiet - no traffic or tourists, 
squat bugged hotels, polite and curious - never seen an American, 
guarded about what they said 

V. 1990s: (pleasantly surprised) Skyscrapers, traffic, tourists, eager 
to practice English, & friendly - “come, my daddy is a good cook”

VI. 2000s: (skeptical) Like rest of modern world except newer, more 
crowded and industrious; unbelievable and unsustainable 

VII. 2010s: (concerned) Economy and military globally stronger, more 

aggressive and dictatorial, New Cold War not out of 
question nor is Ousting of America 29
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I. 1950s: (pity) Clean-up your plate! Children in China are starving!

II. 1960s: (dislike) Mao’s Red China; isolated, angry, secretive & poor

III. 1970s: (intrigued) Nixon trip – week that changed the world and gave 
first peek at “Yellow Peril”

IV. 1980s: (empathy) First-visit, very quiet - no traffic or tourists, squat 
bugged hotels, polite and curious - never seen an American, guarded 
about what they said 

V. 1990s: (pleasantly surprised) Skyscrapers, traffic, tourists, eager to 
practice English, & friendly - “come, my daddy is a good cook”

VI. 2000s: (skeptical) Like rest of modern world except newer, more 
crowded and industrious; unbelievable and unsustainable 

VII. 2010s: (concerned) Economy and military globally stronger, more 
aggressive and dictatorial, New Cold War not out of question
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In July 1981, the professor in the picture and I discovered we had a mutual 
acquaintance in U.S.. He had been forced to return from graduate school  at Virginia 
Tech after Mao came to power.  He asked me, “What has happened in the United 
States the past 40 years.” Despite being a professor, he had had no contact or 
knowledge of the U.S. since he had been jerked back to China. During the Cultural 
Revolution had been sent to the rice paddies and the college library burned.



Concluding Caveats on 
Understanding the World

◼ We have zoomed in on major powers and their major 
peripheries - Latin America, Middle East, and sub-Sahara

◼ But not necessarily best of world – e.g. Scandinavia, Canada, 
New Zealand, Australia, Switzerland, Japan, Singapore …  

◼ Stay zoomed for my “Understanding Best of World”

◼ World is constantly changing - future will not look like what will 
happen if current trends continue, rather current trends are 
impermanent

◼ No single factor drives world trends – what matters is a 
multitude of factors outlined on next page

◼ One-liners can’t summarize even a country – but I’ll try anyway

30
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What Matters? Drivers of world trends

31

The 
World

Geography –
Climate, 

Topography, 
Energy, Minerals

Technology-

Science, Education, 
Industry, Agriculture

Institutions –

Law, Religion, 
Culture,

Government
Policy – taxation, 

markets,  freedom, 
inclusion

Interactions –
FDI, trade, 
migration, 

tourism, internet, 
WARS

History

History: Present is determined within a mindset and territory 
bequeathed from the past. Odd Arne Westad, in Shambaugh(ed), China and the World, - p.25 

Demographics

What Matters? Divers of world trends 

• Geography 

• Climate  - shapes crops and farm animals and suitability for humans 

• Physical topography  - proximity to coasts, rivers, mountain passes 

• Energy & resource - deposits of copper, iron, gold, and other minerals

• Technology - Science, education, communication, transportation

• Social Institutions - Cultural practices - religion, language, philosophy, gender 

relations, industriousness

• Government policy

• Legal practices - law , courts, law enforcement

• Economic organizations – markets, corporations, state enterprises and 

control, taxation

• Political rules - inclusiveness, constitution, state power, freedom

• Interactions - Trade, migration, foreign  investment, alliances, internet, WARS 

• History: Present is determined within a mindset and territory bequeathed from the 

past. Odd Arne Westad, in Shambaugh(ed), China and the World, - p.25 

• Demographics – half of world growth was due to growth of work force – now  50 

countries’ workforce is declining and in 30 years 100 will decline
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Global legacy 
of British 
Empire

◼ Leader opposing Napoleonic, WW I & WW II wars

◼ Liberty, language, advancements 

◼ Origin, for better or worse of – industrialization, 
globalization, nations not empires …

◼ Produced prominent offspring of U.S., Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand…
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Discovery of 
Americas launched 
the modern world

◼ World balance of economic power shifted from China 
toward Western Europe

◼ Revolutionized religion by making New World Christian

◼ Columbia Exchange spread plants, animals & technology

◼ Changed demographics – guns, germs and steel wiped out  
natives & replaced with Europeans & Africans

33

European encounter with Latin America is one of the 
greatest turning points in the history of the world.

◼ One of today’s most prominent historians, Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, 

summarizes the impacts as follows:

The consequences included the reversals of three great historical trends. 

The world balance of economic power, which had long favored the 

Chinese, began gradually to shift in favor of Western Europeans…. 

Missionaries and migrants revolutionized the world balance of religious 

allegiance by making the New World largely Christian. …

Meanwhile, evolution went…into reverse: previously, for millions of years, 

life-forms in different parts of the world had tended to diverge, … now they 

began to converge as European ships shifted species back and forth. 

…[M]icrobes … wiped out millions of native Americans and changed the 

demographic profile of the planet.

33

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Ideas That Changed the World, DK Publishing, 
2003, pages 219



Soviet Union: Communism to Cold War to Putinism

◼ Turned communist, left WW I and Stalin brutalized

◼ In WW II, drove Nazi’s out of East but clutched it

◼ Aided China turn Red then they split

◼ Collapsed under Gorbechev and “End of History” began

◼ But Putinism elbowed in crony KGB capitalism - now 
“return of history’ of great power conflict 34

Soviet Union: Communism to Cold War to Putinism

◼ Turned communist, left WW I and Stalin brutalized

◼ In WW II, drove Nazi’s out of East but clutched it

◼ Aided China turn Red then they split

◼ Collapsed under Gorbechev and “End of History” began

◼ But Putinism elbowed in crony KGB capitalism - now “return of history’ 
of great power conflict

34



Latin America suffered 
then spawned 

independent countries, 
not empires 

◼ Born in conquest, slavery,                                              
and Catholicism

◼ In 1800s revolted & created independent nations

◼ Fascinating - Now growing population, urbanization, 
and vital natural resources including rainforest counter 
to climate change

◼ Yet frustrating - political instability and inequality, 
dependence on commodity exports & limited 
industrialization 35

Latin America suffered then spawned independent 
countries, not empires 

▪ Born in conquest, slavery, and Catholicism

▪ In 1800s revolted & created independent nations

▪ Fascinating - Now growing population, urbanization, and vital natural 
resources including rainforest counter to climate change

▪ Yet frustrating - political instability and inequality, dependence on 
commodity exports & limited industrialization
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Middle East -
Cursed by oil & 

Conflict

◼ Cradle of civilization 

◼ Fount of religions – Judaism, Christianity, and Islamic

◼ Weak states, strong clerics, and vast deserts

◼ Oil riches curse with anti-modernism, authoritarianism, 
conflict and terrorism 

36

Juxtaposition: Camels & Castles 

Middle East - Cursed by oil & Conflict

◼ Cradle of civilization 

◼ Fount of religions – Judaism, Christianity, and Islamic

◼ Weak states, strong clerics, and deserts

◼ Oil riches curse with anti-modernism, authoritarianism, conflict and 
contrasts
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Sub-Saharan Africa –
exploited & poor but  

future workforce of world 

◼ Exploited for centuries by slavery                                             
& colonization; today by dictators

◼ Most of world’s poor, undeveloped

◼ Diverse, not one but 49 countries -
a few prospering democracies, but                                   
mostly lagging autocracies

◼ Fastest working-age population                                               
growth & large geography

◼ If can improve governments and elude climate 
change – may develop 37

Sub-Saharan Africa – exploited & poor but  future 
workforce of world 

◼ Exploited for centuries by slavery & colonization; today by dictators

◼ Most of world’s poor, undeveloped

◼ Diverse, not one but 49 countries - a few prospering democracies, 
but  mostly lagging autocracies

◼ Fastest working-age population growth & large geography

◼ If can improve governments and elude climate change – may develop
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India – Crucial 
Asian 

Intermediary

◼ Endured British colonization, Hindu-Muslim split & socialism

◼ Kept democracy, dropped Soviet economics & woke-up

◼ Under Modi – growing & active in strategic Indo-Pacific, but 
still burdened by 200 million poor and internal division

◼ Soon to displace China as largest population

◼ China-India-U.S. relationship crucial to future of Asia 
38

India – Crucial Asian Intermediary

◼ Endured British colonization, Hindu-Muslim split & 
socialism

◼ Kept democracy, dropped Soviet economics & woke-up

◼ Under Modi – growing & active in strategic Indo-Pacific, 
but still burdened by 200 million poor and internal division

◼ Soon to displace China as largest population

◼ China-India-U.S. relationship crucial to future of Asia 
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China’s “Great 
Rejuvenation”  
Challenges 
U.S.

◼ Miracle growth – shifted from sideline to world center

◼ Xi Jinping has reversed “bide time, never take the lead“ 
to “Great Rejuvenation” – not rise but return to power 

◼ Now challenging U.S.-led liberal world order with global 
presence, exports, investments & modernized military

◼ May be destined for (cold) war unless rapprochement

◼ Looming challenge to world order   
39
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